Crochet Floor Duster or Mop
●
●

Size 5 mm or H Crochet Hook
Tapestry Needle

The duster unit was purchased at a dollar store for $2 and the handle was $1.50 cdn. For the
$3.50 investment into the unit, I could crochet a cover using Bernat Handicrafter or Lily
Sugar'n Cream yarn.
You need only one ball of Lily Sugar'n Cream.
●
●

Ball Size - Solids: 113g / 4 oz, 184 meters / 200 yards
Ball Size - Ombres: 85g / 3 oz, 138 meters / 150 yards

OR

You will need two small balls of the Bernat Handicrafter.

●
●

Ball Size - Solids: 50g / 1.75 oz, 73 meters / 80 yards
Ball Size - Ombres: 42.5g / 1.5 oz, 62 meters / 68 yards

For me, I used Sugar'n Cream Twists and made additional dishcloths and pot holders with it.

DIY Crochet Floor Duster Mop Pattern

Design Elements
I designed this as a one piece unit to avoid it from falling apart at the critical areas such as
the sides where it wraps around the unit.
When laying flat before sewing up, it will measure the following dimensions:
●
●
●
●

It will measure 20" Across.
It is 4.5" Wide. It's imperative to not made it two wide because it will not sit on the
duster snug. This is was part of my redo for this pattern.
The fold overs are each 4".
The sewing up and the sizing of 4.5" allows the cover to round up with the seams to
be midway up the duster so it's not a snagging issue.

For me, we have cob webs under the kick boards of our kitchen counters. Though we
vacuum our floors, the vacuum doesn't get right into the corners and doesn't suck up the cob
webs that build under the lips of the cabinets where we stand to prepare meals. So the top of
the duster is also having the raised bumps and covers most of the duster for maximum
usage.
The duster unit slides into one side. The other side ties shut. To get the duster to be snug,
the original design from the store made unit had velcro, in my case I used crochet chains to
make ties.
The concept is simple and will crochet up quickly.
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Crochet Daisy

Stitch Used
I used the same stitchwork from the Daisy Dish Cloth. It's raised bumps has the bumps only
on one side of the project. Obviously, I have folded this over and sewn so the bumps are on
the bottom of the crochet floor duster.
You can get the free pattern, it's called the Daisy Dish Cloth. You will need to chain the stitch
counts and the instructions for making the cover are slightly different as we need to create
that slit for the ties.

